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editorial
Happy, Happy, Happy!
When I first became an archery
coach, in the 1990’s, I immediately
went to the library looking for
additional information. (I can’t
help it, that’s what professors do.) I
found a great deal of nothing in
the way of resources that would
help a coach coach. I even enlisted
the help of my son, who was a
researcher and who had access to
massive databases and libraries.
Zip. Zilch.
I found literally hundreds of
out of print “how to shoot books”
but nothing on “how to coach”
until I found Peak Performance
Archery by Al Henderson, a member of the Archery Hall of Fame as
a coach and, from people who
knew and worked with him, one of
the best coaches in American
archery history.
Bingo.
I bought it and read it and
even though it was written in
1987, there didn’t seem to be a
thing about it that was dated or
irrelevant. It was an actual book
about coaching archery, the only
one in the English language that I
could tell.
I spent the next years buying
every copy I could get my hands on
to give as gifts to coaches I worked
with, tutored, or mentored. And,
in 2008 Claudia and I formed our
own publishing company, Watching Arrows Fly, and it became feasible to bring some of these
out-of-print books back into print.
Archery Focus

Our first such project was to
republish Kirk Etheridge’s Professional Archery Technique. But to
republish a book not yet in the
public domain, you need the
author’s or author’s heirs’ permission. Al Henderson had died in
1989, so I tried to track down his
publishing company and hence his

heirs. That company no longer
existed. But the publisher of Al’s
other book Understanding Winning Archery, was still around and
the hunt was on, rather off and on.
Ten years later and the hunt
was still on. But we just got a
signed contract from Al’s son
Larry to republish this important
coaching book, which we will be
working on in the coming months.
We hope to do this important
work proud.

Now, Happy #2 is the fact that
the book I have been working on
for ten years (off and on) and
promising for three or four, may be
announced in the next issue. The
first draft is out for comments right
now. We finally arrived at “The
Watching Arrows Fly Guide to
The Mental Game of Archery” for
a title. How’s that for a mouthful?
Our goal was to get all of the
aspects of the mental game of
archery between two book covers. I
have read hundreds of books on the
topic plus hundreds of articles and
dozens of videos, attended various
seminars, and have written extensively om the topic already. I decided that all of my former work will
be included along with fresh new
writings to make a single reference
work for coaches and archers looking for help with the mental game.
And Happy #3 is also a big one.
After several aborted attempts, a
tip from Ron Kumetz got me in
touch with Dick Tone. Coach
Tone is a former U.S. Olympic
coach, an inventor of quite a few
iconic pieces of archery kit, and a
fount of coaching wisdom that we
hope to be sharing with you from
now on! His first article is on the
cushion plunger.
Whew . . . happy, happy,
happy, indeed!
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Contributors
Tom Dorigatti has been an avid archer and
Bowhunter for over 55 years. He has been
hunting with a bow and arrow since he was 10
years old. Although bowhunting was his primary objective, target archery quickly took a
front seat for the times when hunting season
wasn’t open. Tom has been a member of the
National Field Archery Association for 45 years
and has actively participated in tournaments or
on ranges in no fewer than 37 states, as well as
Guam and the Azores. He has also been
involved in managing archery leagues and
tournaments up to and including NFAA Sectional events since 1968. He is a Level 3 caoch.
Tom is the author of three books, “ProActive
Archery,” “The Puzzled Archer,” and “The
Puzzled Cyclist.”

Steve Ruis is an avid archer and coach and
Editor of This Magazine and author of a
number of archery books, especially on coaching
archery (Coaching Archery, More on Coaching
Archery, Even More on Coaching Archery, Still
More on Coaching Archery, The Principles of
Coaching Archery, Vols. 1 & 2, Archery
Coaching How To’s).
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William Moltzan started archery 1971.
First bow 40# recurve Scorpion by Blackhawk. Bought with my paper route money.
Hunted for deer 1978-1982 with Bear Magnum 70# compound. Olympic Recurve 20052011. 2011-current target compound, Hoyt
Contender. Have built my own arrows since
1980, strings, recurve & compound since
2005. Build other archery-related items on
my lathe and mill.

Arthur Halligey tells us that “I have been in
archery for 19 years and coaching for 9 moving from Club Coach through Level 2, currently studying for the next level, County
Coach. I have been the President of the
Regional section of AGB I am currently Secretary of ACNI (a club for local Coaches) and
the British Long-Bow Society in Ireland.”

Dick Tone says that his journey in the sport of
archery began at age five with a toy bow and
arrow game. Shortly after trying his hand at
target archery at the age of 13, he entered the
Ontario Provincial Championship in the
junior division and won by over 100 points!
For the next few yeears he had nothing but success.
In 1964 he made the four man U.S. World
Championships team. He placed fifth individually and was a member of the gold-winning
team.
Returning from a stint in the army in Viet
Nam, he joined the PAA and was elected to the
board of directors in 1971. Not limiting himself to just competing, he enetered into a joint
venture to create Cavalier Archery Producrts
where he had a hand in developing many pieces
of gear you will be familiar with, including the
Master Plunger and the Elite finger tab.
He began coaching in 1964 and was selected
to be the coach for the US Olympic team among
many other positions.
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The Quest to
See More Clearly

—>> Fiber Optics and Lighted Scopes and Pins, Pt 4 <<—
by Tom Dorigatti
What is This? (con’t)
The parting note from my last article was asking you
to identify a photo of a “system” that was used in the
early 2000’s but never really caught on by any of the
top shooters of the time. It was “given a shot” by
many shooters, but just didn’t catch on. I told you I
would tell you what it is, so here goes. It is the
“MagNock” System. The MagNock itself was
attached to the bowstring with serving thread, and it
remained attached to the bowstring. It contained the
magnet. The insert, holding a small steel ball, obviously went into the nock end of the arrow. Simply
line up the slot on the “nock” with the magnet and it
was held in place until the shot was loosed. The “tension” on the “nock” of the arrow was obviously
extremely consistent. I personally used the system for
a couple of years and found it to be quite accurate
and consistent. The one drawback was learning how
to tie the “Magnet end” onto the bowstring, and get
it aligned correctly. MagNock was finally sold to
another archery equipment manufacturer and the
trend passed into oblivion.

In my previous articles on the subject of scopes
and more scopes, I mentioned over and over again:
“We have looked at but a handful of the many variants of apertures and early scopes that became available to aid us archers in being able to better see what
it is that we are striving to hit.”
I say again and cannot over-emphasize this: “It
matters not how large the bull’s-eye is; if they can see
it, they can learn to hit it nearly every time.” That
statement says a lot; either in or out of context. The
important parts of the statement can really be broken
down more bluntly as follows: the actual size of the
bull’s-eye doesn’t matter,” along with, “if they can see
it, they can learn to hit it nearly every time.”
That quest for the “perfect scope and perfect
optics” is a continuing process. It hasn’t let up and
there are no signs of it letting up any time soon. I
don’t even want to count the different variants of
scopes, lenses, powers of scopes, aiming reticules,
dots, circles and other paraphernalia seen as something to help us gain even one more X in a scoring
round. One thing for certain is that you can no longer
purchase a decent archery scope for US$19.95.
Another thing for certain is that the housing diameters for nearly all the quality scopes on the market are
way larger than 5⁄8˝, too.
Lighted Scopes and Pins
The concept if illuminated apertures is nothing really
new, but I must say that the equipment utilizing fiber
optics and battery power as a light source are much
improved!
Those of us that have been around the sport for a
long time are well aware of the use of fluorescent
nocks, vanes, and paints to “light up” the items so that
we can see them at distance or under varying lighting
conditions. Initially, a lot of us were using fluorescent
paint to make a dot in our scope or to paint on the
end of a sight pin so that we could see it better. The
size of the dot, or the end of the pin was easy to adjust
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by using something larger to paint it onto the scope
lens, or dipping the end of your sight pin into the
paint numerous times to get the “ball” on the end
gradually larger until it was a size which you could see
easily. Some people like huge dots or pins; others like
tiny ones. I for one used to make my own sight pins
for shooting bow hunter freestyle or 3-D by placing
the 8-32 or 10-32 bolt into my drill and then grinding things down to make my ball on the end of the
bolt the size I wanted it. Then I painted that ball a
different fluorescent color for each pin. In my book
ProActive Archery I outlined how I went about making my own fluorescent stick-on dots out of fluorescent bumper tape and used the butt-end of a drill bit
to make the dots in varying sizes in 1⁄64th of an inch
increments. It was easier and worked better than dipping a toothpick into paint and tapping that onto the
lens of my scope. But I digress.
I Did Promise You
I promised you readers that I wasn’t going to go into
major detail about archery equipment that I hadn’t
personally utilized or that I didn’t have experience
with. I will be sticking to that in this article. You won’t
get a ton of detail for many items because I have
either not used them or been unable to use them due
to a vision condition I have fought for years until
recently. The condition is called “strabismus.” (See
AFm issues 22-3, 22-4, 22-5 for details, Ed.) I won’t

go into detail about this condition; it is enough to say
that I have shied away from fiber optics and lighted
dots or pins due to the problem with strabismus. Yes,
I tried some fiber optics and do have one bow sight
that has fiber optic pins in the housing, but that is it.
I had more than enough of “seeing double” and the
inability to see the “pin” even when it is as large of a
size that is available. I still stick with the “if you cannot see it, you cannot use it or hit it” concept.
That being said, the next photo shows one of my
archived bow sights I used to hunt with when my
visual acuity was better. You will note that yes, the top
two pins do have fluorescent plastic embedded in
them, and yes they glowed well in the sunlight. The
bottom two pins are obviously quite small and were
the original pins with this sight and attached again to
show you the difference (see photo below left).
This next photo is of a bow sight that I recently
mounted on my 3-D bow, now that my strabismus
has been corrected. I no longer have the target and the
pins diverging at a 45 degree angle and watching two
objects turn into four. Please pardon the bubble not
being all pretty and leveled up. The point is to show
you how even a short piece of fiber optic lights up
quite nicely. Those are the largest diameter “pins” I
could get. These pins are not battery powered.

There are many other iterations of sight pins with
different types of fluorescent materials embedded
into the end of the pin. One controversial one that
caused a furor among Bowhunter Freestyle archers in
the 1990’s was the infamous “T-Dot” sight pin. The
Continued on the Next Page
Archery Focus
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pin had a length of fluorescent plastic attached to the
end of the bolt. If it wasn’t set perfectly square to the
view, then the top and the bottom of the pin could be
used for two distances. Since Bowhunter Freestyle
only allows five fixed pins, technically, using those
pins gave you at least 10 and possibly even 15 sight
pins. These pins were not battery powered.

So, basically the fluorescent sights sort of revolved
more about light gathering plastics on the ends of the
sight pins. Enough of that; I don’t know of many
shooters in the game today who utilize these types of
sight pins anymore. Almost everything now days is
using fiber optic technology; either longer lengths of
fiber optic plastic of varying colors or actually using
battery powered light with a rheostat to allow the
shooter to change the intensity/brightness of the
“dot” or pin.
This being said, however, the battery powered
mechanisms to brighten up the dot in the scope are
nothing new either.
Early Experience with Lighted Bow Sights
I don’t recall the names of the first lighted bow sights.
I didn’t ever own one. I got turned off about using
them due to the fact that the first battery packs were
cumbersome, they were heavy and the battery didn’t
last very long. I shot with more than one competitor
who either lost battery power in the middle of the
round, or worse yet, the battery pack, which back then
was mounted on the sight extension ended up breaking off the sight extension! The first time I saw that
happen to a competitor was the last time I even bothered to consider getting one of those units. I stuck
with my trusty stick on dots made with fluorescent
red bumper tape that I still use to this very day. At
first, the lighted sight pins had hearing aid batteries
inserted into the outer end of the sight pin. The batteries worked fine, but had a limited battery life. It
8

was easy to forget to turn off the battery and I saw
many a shooter forget that and run out of “battery
juice” in the middle of their round. Many didn’t carry
spare batteries! The photo below shows a lighted sight
pin that served a great purpose. No, it wasn’t for a
“target shooter,” but it was a battery powered pin. Two
hearing aid batteries fit into the big end (right side in
photo) and to turn off the power, you had to loosen a
set screw. Notice that this contraption has a third end
to it. That is the end that went into the sight bar and
that you used to adjust the windage. The pin was
mounted on the sight bar and normally sighted in
level at 20 yards. It was designed for tree stand
hunters and the site pin freely rotated to “adjust” the
sight elevation based upon the angle up or down.
Folks, this was used in the late 1970’s long before
range compensating range finders, or laser range finders came into being.

There are literally hundreds of variants of bow
sights using fiber optics and/or battery power to light
up those dots and pins. They are indeed much
improved over those of the 1980’s and onwards. Many
are rechargeable and last for many hours. Many others
allow the shooter to adjust the brightness and intensity of the dot or pin. Still others even allow you to
change the color of the dot. Still others simply use a
longer length of fiber optic material which also
increases brightness and intensity. You can see this
quite clearly in the next photo (next page, top left).
That is a Big Buck Bow Sight from 1999. The center
model shows much more fiber optic material is used.
There are even scopes now available that have the
length of fiber wrapped around the housing several
times to help make the dot brighter.
If you check the Lancaster catalogue or any catalog of the brand name bow sights or scopes, you are
going to find more variants and styles than Carter has
pills. Between target and 3-D compound sights, there
are 130 choices from over 30 manufacturers. Price
ranges are from $99 to $649 for just the bow sight.
Archery Focus

sights and scopes that demonstrate that even today’s
latest and greatest mechanism being used by top professional target archers to provide feedback during the
shot to all the “angles of the dangles” isn’t necessarily
brand new, but definitely is improved!
There was a bow sight made in 1968 from Altier
that had two “aiming references” set apart by your
“draw length span”, along with your peep sight.
Things were mounted on a radius and, of course,
moved vertically based upon the distance. The idea
was to have all three items in line so that they
appeared as one single item, both vertically and horizontally. Check this out!

I found this particular sight using fluorescence
that follows the same line of reasoning as the Altier
sight, only without the radius or the need for a draw
length “stick” or peep sight to accommodate what the
archer is trying to do (see the photo below).

For scopes and related items, in just the Lancaster
catalog there are 1031 items listed!
Now you know why I cannot and will not take the
time here to talk about those. First it would take an
entire book or two; second it would bore you stiff, and
last I honestly don’t have the experience and knowledge to talk about the advantages or disadvantages of
each or several variants.
Some Tricky Bow Sights and Scopes
So what I am going to do is to show you a few bow
Archery Focus

Those too have been improved upon and we no
longer see the need for two items a distance apart,
plus the peep sight in order for us to correct for torque
or wrist pressure or head position.
Continued on the Next Page
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SweetSpot Pro
In fact the above concept has been so improved upon
that there is a product that has a series of sensors you
mount on the bow. It is called the SweetSpot Pro. Per
the advertising, “The SweetSpot Pro 2 illuminates a
small green LED when you are at your optimum pressure at full-draw, in real-time. If you leak pressure or
creep forward, the green LED will go off – signaling
you to pull harder. If you pull too hard, a red LED will
illuminate, indicating you are beyond optimum pressure. The sensitivity of the SweetSpot sensor can
accurately read more than 100 lbs. of pressure and less
than an ounce of pressure. The threshold of pressure
is completely customizable to your individual setup
and personal ability.” If you are interested in the item
you can follow the link below to get an explanation as
to how it mounts to the bow and how it is mounted
to your scope based upon which brand of scope you
are using. Not only can you set up for pressure at full
draw and program a range you want to adjust to pressure to, but you can set up for the timing of your shot.
Not only this, it records each and every shot you shoot
and you can create a database and review how consistent you are. I previously discussed these two concepts and techniques used in my book, ProActive
Archery. You can even hook up to WiFi and download your results to a mobile device. The price is
“only” $350. It is legal for use in all NFAA, ASA, and
IBO National Tournaments. It is not legal in World
Archery events, however.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5vjy_-k0png
https://www.sweetspotarchery.com/store/SweetSpotPro-2-p144773158

Conclusion
As you can see from the vast number of different
scopes, lenses, fiber optic selections available, I could
probably write a couple of books about the growing
number of such devices out there to purchase. It is
becoming quite common for a sight to cost $500 and
a high quality scope to cost upwards of $350. Add to
this the SweetSpot Pro system and you have as much
invested in your sighting mechanisms as you do in the
bow itself.
I talked about some of the beginnings that today’s
scopes and bow sights have become. Once again, the
ideas aren’t new, but in these cases vastly improved
over what we had 40 or 50 years ago. No, that isn’t
quite right . . . vast improvements over what we had
just 10 years ago. Who would have thought we would

Garmin is Even into the Archery Game
About a year ago I saw that Garmin has developed an
electronic bow sight this is quite something. It is
mostly for bow hunting, but personally I can see it
being used on a field course, or for “known yardage”
3-D competitions. It is the Garmin XERO A1 Bow
sight (see photos at right). It has auto-ranging and give
digital readouts. It does not magnify the target and
does not emit light to the target. It is also legal for
hunting in most states of the United States. What I
don’t know is whether or not the Garmin is legal to
use for archery competitions. I only added it in this
article as a lead in for “what is next” in our quest for
maximizing the “if I can see it better, I can learn to hit
it more often, regardless of its size.”
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have the SweetSpot Pro to track the exact pressure we
exert on the bow while at full draw and have a lighting system that tells us “yes or no”? In the 1970’s I
used “draw tapes” on the cables to match up at full
draw. The tapes were set for me at the middle of the
valley. Back then, there was a bit of room for holding
weight due to the wheel design. Today, however, most
cams have very little valley, so it is very easy to come
into the stops too strong, or not strong enough. 1⁄16˝
on some cams can change the anchor poundage by 1
pound or more! Not much room for error with these
new cam systems!
I used a shot timing technique back in 1984, but
gathering the data was a verbal process, manual
forms, and a stop watch. Without another person
there to start and stop the stopwatch, I couldn’t gather
the data with which to track my shot timing. Now
that is “onboard” the bow, but for a price.
I thought that the laser rangefinder was a great
thing for bowhunting, but now it is an integral part of
field shooting and known yardage 3-D competitions.
True, the new Garmin XERO A1 doesn’t have magnification; at least not yet, but I believe it is just a matter of time before all sorts of “data” becomes an
integral part of a bow sight and scope combination in
order for the archer to almost perfectly replicate the

best shot nearly every time they draw and loose an
arrow.
Now, What is This?
Many of you will likely know that this is. It is pretty
obvious. However, do you know who made these and
when? Another item that is not really so “new” and
really only slightly “improved” over the years. Now, it
has become an integral part of an archer’s equipment!
Think about it and I will tell you the who and the
when about this product in my next article.

Good Shooting! Be safe. Be well.
Tom Dorigatti

Want More on Compound Archery?
Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all of the
major compound archery tournaments? Do you know what their
advantage is? It is based on the “80:20 law” which states that “the
first 80% of the result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.”
Many compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound
“top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want to tackle the
“other 20%” and see if you can join those at the top?
If so, you need to get your copy of ProActive Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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THE VERY BEST FROM

A Blog for
Archery Coaches
This book is not an oddity. Many books like it have
been published, even in archery, including “The
Best of ‘Let’s Raise Our Score’” by Dick Young (a
collection of magazine articles), and “Selected
Archery Articles” by Margaret Driscoll, and “The
Best of Tech Talk” by Norb Mullaney (another collection of magazine articles).
I envision this book, containing ~350 blog
posts, being helpful to archery coaches primarily,
but also to “lurking” archers, archers who want to
know what coaches tell one another. For coaches,
you may find help with coaching problems you are
experiencing, or education on things you were not
aware of, or even inspiration. Sometimes your word
doesn’t carry as much weight as it should with your
archer-athletes, so you can quote me from this book
and that might help (as should the opinion of any
other experienced archery coach).
You will find that many of the posts are
responses to questions sent in by coaches and
archers, which I encouraged as those questions
helped me figure out what to write on and guaranteed that at least one person was interested in what
I wrote in response.

Steve Ruis

Paperback version available now;
Kindle version is on its way!

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature,
not just on the shooting of arrows out of bows, but
on how to coach people to do that better.

New from the
WAF Coaching Library!
Available from Amazon.com
12
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Motorize Your
String Building
The NW Spinner—A Review and Tutorial
by William Moltzan
If you’ve ever made a bowstring or re-served a
bowstring you have discovered that serving is quite
boring. It seems to take forever. A center serving of
around 5.5˝ length and using 0.021˝ BCY Powergrip
serving requires 262 passes around with the serving
tool. A 15˝ cable end serving using 0.014˝ BCY Halo
takes 1072 passes. On many compound bows there’s
one string and two cables. That could be seven servings needed to be wrapped. That’s many thousands of
wrappings. So, is there any help with this task?
There are power machines professional string
builders use that are available but they cost several
thousand dollars. There aren’t many other options out
there but one which is quite inexpensive, simple, and
it works! That’s the NW Spinner. It’s been around for
over 10 years and as of this writing, it costs only
US$34 which includes shipping. If you are outside of
the US, it’s US$57 with the extra being for extra handling and international postage.
I had the pleasure of talking on the phone with
Pat Moore, inventor and maker of the NW Spinner.
(Pat also answered my emails.) He told me he needed
to make a lot of strings to support a youth archery
program. To handle that demand, he came up with
the NW Spinner. They’re made on a CNC router and
he’s made and sold hundreds of them. There are three
models, all based on the most popular serving bobbins
out there. BCY BearPaw, Beiter, and Cartel/AAEPro.
Here’s something you may not notice looking at
his website NWSpinner.com. The Cartel/AAE
model is the same as the Beiter except it has two extra
Archery Focus

The NW Spinner in action

holes where the bobbin goes that are for ¼˝ socket
head screws and nuts (not included) to keep it in the
center. If wanting to use the Beiter version, get the
Cartel/AAE version and you can use all three. He
mentions this in the description for the Cartel/AAE.
How does it work? Very simply, you mount your
serving bobbin in the cutout and hold it in with the
supplied bungee chord. It comes with a nut and bolt
and plastic/rubber wheel you mount in your 3⁄8˝ drill.
Doesn’t matter if it’s a cordless or corded drill, either
works. The wheel spins up against the spinner and
wraps your serving. That’s it.
I ordered the BCY BearPaw model. I like to have
multiple serving bobbins loaded with different servContinued on the Next Page
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ing material and the BCY BearPaw serving tool
works as well as the Beiter one and is much less
expensive so having a few of them costs less overall. I
have several types of bobbins.
Using the NW Spinner
To serve bowstrings using the NW Spinner, you’ll
need a bowstring making jig. Double post or single
post models both work. The NW Spinner has a radius
of 3.75˝ so you’ll need at least 4.25˝ under the spinner
to clear the jig by 0.5˝. On a double post setup, it also
works well to do the end loops between the posts.
Single post setups usually use Tag End Servings for
the loops and that has to be done by hand as well. In
addition to the jig, you’ll need bobbin(s) for whichever spinner you have and, as mentioned, a cordless or
corded model 3⁄8˝ drill.

Here’s what’s included with your NW Spinner with the driver wheel
with 3/8˝ shaft installed (Right)
3
The ⁄8˝ x 2.75˝ fully threaded carriage bolt goes

through the rubber/plastic wheel and tightens down.
The carriage bolt head will stick out a bit as there’s a
sleeve inside the wheel to reduce wear. A couple hits
of a hammer will push the square part of the carriage
bolt head into the wheel but it also pushes the sleeve
out about a quarter of an inch. A carriage bolt is used
since it’s fully threaded so bolts with a shorter
unthreaded part may be harder to find. Also included
is a 12˝ piece of 3⁄16˝ diameter shock/bungee cord
that fastens the bobbin into the spinner.

Knotted Bungee from behind (left) Installed Bungee (right)

The piece of bungee/shock cord needs to be
threaded from the front into the two holes in the
14

spinner then the ends knotted at the back side. Notice
the arrow showing the tab the bungee will hook on to.

Front side with Bear Paw attached (left)
Rear side including bungee attached (right)

Next the spinner needs to be balanced. It can be
operated without the balancing counter weights, but
. . . it works more smoothly with them. The holes
opposite the bobbin for balancing weights which are
actually ¼˝ x 20 carriage bolts either 1˝, 1.25˝, or 1.5˝
long. I was able to buy 1˝ and 1.5˝ bolts for US$0.050.20 a piece. The 1.25˝ ones I got in a seven-pack for
less than a dollar. I also got a 25-pack of ¼˝ x 20 nuts
costing US$2 and a 100 pack of ¼˝ washers for US$5.
This many are not needed but they were nice to have
while balancing when not knowing how many are
needed. Balance is achieved when the spinner has the
bobbin installed and your finger underneath in the
middle. My unit with the BearPaw installed required
a 1˝ carriage bolt in each hole along with seven (7) ¼˝
washers. Notice how the carriage bolts pulled into the
wood making them flush and secure. Also notice the
arrow where I tied a piece of string onto the bungee
to help pull it through the square hole onto the tab.
Assembly and balancing complete!
Using the NW Spinner–A Tutorial

Now onto using the NW Spinner. The serving bobbin
doesn’t get attached to the spinner until the serving is
started on the bowstring or cable. Here I have a 63˝
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bow string, made with the standard of the compound
bow industry, BCY 452X. It has already been twisted
and stretched along with loops at each end that have
been tag end served. I will serve the top cam serving
with BCY .014˝ Halo. The top cam on my Hoyt
Contender bow is hard on servings. Halo is considered by many the most durable for this condition so
that’s what I use there. The bottom cam is easy on the
serving so I use the much less expensive BCY 3D
serving material for it.
Pat Moore tells me 4-8 lbs of tension on the bobbin works great with the spinner. If you start serving
and the string is twisting more than 1⁄8 to 1⁄4 turn,
it’s set too heavy. I use 5.5 lbs. To set that, tie a loop
at the end of the serving material with a double overhand knot. Pull it on a bow, fishing or whatever type
of scale you have that can measure 4-8 lbs. You can lift
a 5 lb weight or even a gallon milk jug filled with
water. Water weighs 8.4 lbs a gallon. You can adjust
from there. Another way is to fold over a piece of tape
on the bowstring and stick the ends together with it
pointing straight up (see photo p. 16). Use that as an
indicator how much the string is twisting. One
advantage to having multiple bobbins for different
serving material is you can leave them already set up.

Start serving by hand in a clockwise direction
going to the left where the top of the string is. I
always twist clockwise going to the top of the string
and serve that direction as well. Cinch up the bobbin
and make it tight. Notice where the serving comes off
the bobbin, it’s not in the middle but offset. Have the
short side to the right as the picture shows.
Now slide the Spinner up from the bottom and
behind the bobbin. One feature of the Spinner is you
don’t have to remove the string from the post to put
the tool on. Grab the end of the bungee chord and
slide it over the tab in the square hole. If you can’t do
that, get the loop of string mentioned previously and
get that through the hole and pull it on the tab from
behind. You can practice that before starting the serving with just the spinner and bobbin to see what

works for you. The string loop attached to the bungee
works for me. Make sure the loop isn’t too long to
interfere with the string in the middle.
The reason mounting the spinner from behind
instead of from the front, when we serve going to the
left and to the post where the loop is, the only way to
take it off is to the right, otherwise it will be up
against the loop and post. To finish the end, the spinner needs to come off and finish the last of it by hand.
With the bobbin mounted in the spinner, you can
cinch up the tension by rotating the serving spool. If
you let go of the Spinner, it may rotate on it’s own as
the serving loops have some tension on them.

NW Spinner in operation with Power Drill (left)
Served up to the Loop and post (right)

Caution Be sure to wear safety glasses and observe all
safety precautions when using machines or hand
tools. Know how to use them.
Insert the 3⁄8˝ carriage bolt that’s attached to the
rubber spin wheel into your drill chuck and tighten.
Here we’re looking down the string while standing at
the top of the string. The spinner will rotate to the left
of you, which is clockwise when looking toward the
top but here is counterclockwise. The drill needs to
rotate clockwise. Being in front like this you can see
everything that’s going on and stop when getting near
the post and loop.

Bowstring served (left)
Top end serving complete (right)

Here’s the back side of the spinner and see the
Continued on the Next Page
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Powergrip in a similar fashion. When that’s completed, I relaxed the tension on the string building jig and
flip the string around so the bottom of the string is at
the top, re-tension to what you use and continue as
we did for the other end serving but this time I used
BCY 3D serving.
We’re done with the string and took a long boring job and sped it up with power and created a higher quality and more durable bowstring. This tool is
definitely a winner!
Coming I intend to write more in a series of compound bowstring building articles in the future. See
You can keep track of how much the string is twisting during the
serving process by putting a tape flag, like this, on it. If it is twisting NWSpinner.com if you’re interested in buying one;
too much, lower the tension on the serving jig.
there is a lot of information there as well.
really nice serving job we just did. One thing I was
really concerned about was if the Spinner isn’t rotating exactly the same, speed fluctuation or moving the
drill in and out a bit, there’d be some gaps or separation. I was happily surprised that it just moves at it’s
own pace and does a great serving job, better than I
can do by hand. When near the post and loop, disconnect the spinner from the bobbin and complete the
rest, less than an inch, by hand.
Next, I served the center serving using BCY

Do You Love Archery History?
The bow and arrow were invented at least 60,000 to 70,000 years ago
and for 99% of that time children learned archery the same way they
learned everything else: by doing.
More recently, though, children began receiving instruction in the
way of the bow. Eminent archery historian Hugh Soar shares his vast
knowledge of how youths were taught during this period, both then
and now, starting in his native England, expanding to the rest of the
U.K, then out to Europe and the U.S., and also including the Middle
East, Africa, and the Far East.
Archery coaches and archers who have an interest in youth archery
or archery history will love this book. It is packed with history and is
charming, too. Fully illustrated.
Get your copy of The Young at Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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COACH

YOURSELF!
Sometimes you don’t have a choice. Sometimes a
coach isn’t available, nor are knowledgeable friends.
But you’ve learned to shoot a little and you want to
get better.
So what can you do?
This book was written with you and your situation in mind. It shows in step-by-step detail how
you can coach yourself to get better. And constantly in the author’s mind was that this book should
help you benefit from coaching if that becomes
available to you.
Coaches look at archers from the outside in
and see things archers can’t because they are busy
shooting. So with some low tech (mirrors) or higher tech (cameras) this book shows you how to get
that outside-in viewpoint, what to look for and
then how to train the changes you want to make in.
While not a complete substitute for a good
coach it can help you get further down the road
than just wishing and hoping that if you keep
shooting you will automatically get better (you
won’t).
The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature,
not just on the shooting of arrows out of bows, but
on how to coach people to do that better.

New from the
WAF Coaching Library!
Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
Archery Focus
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From The WAF Coaching Library!

TEACHING ARCHERY
by Van Webster

Running a
Recreational
Archery Program

Teaching Archery is a complete guide to setting up and operating a public archery program. Whether teaching archery to
kids at a camp, teaching archery to adults in a park, or running
an archery range at an archery pro shop, this how-to manual
will give you all the information that you need to set up and
operate your program successfully.
Appendices of never before published information contain scripts and dialogs for instructors, class lesson plans, a
glossary of terms, and useful forms that you can duplicate and
use in your own class programs.
This book is the one stop manual for building and maintaining an effective recreational archery program. Included are
many of the ideas and techniques that have been used by
Pasadena Roving Archers ( PRA ) to serve more than 10,000
recreational archers every year.
The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a effort to
supply archery coaches with a literature not just on the shooting of arrows out of bows but on how to coach people to do
that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
Far More on Coaching Archery (2020)
Yet More on Coaching Archery (2020)
Coach Yourself! (2020)
Bob Ryder on Coaching Collegiate Archery (2019)
The Principles of Coaching Archery (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com

The Birth of the
Cushion Plunger
by Dick Tone
fact, every arrow that
From the time I first
leaves a bow will bend/flex
picked up a bow and
in a certain configuration
started shooting arrows
before it crosses the arrow
there has always been one
shelf and it will continue
part of the process that
to do so until the arrow
makes it much easier to
reaches its target. That
hit the target. Whether it
bending configuration is
is an animal, a stump, or a
directly related to the
paper target, you must be
stiffness or spine of the
able to match your arrows
arrow, the arrow length,
to your bow for ultimate
the point weight, the type
accuracy and forgiveness.
of bow applying the force
This has not changed
and the type and efficiensince the bow and arrow
cy of the release method
were first invented and
used.
continues to be an ongoTo explain a little furing discussion engaging
This is an Original Panic Button, note the tapered front piece and
ther, column loading is
both target archers and
the sleeve that fits inside the drilled hole in a bow handle.
measured in the amount
bowhunters.
Arrow charts supplied by the manufacturers give of force or weight placed on a column. If you continue
us a good place to start with the process, however, applying force or weight, eventually the column will
they are not the holy grail as there are way too many buckle or fail. The larger the diameter of the column,
variables involved with every type of shooting. the more weight it can bear given the same inside
Whether you shoot a longbow, a recurve bow or a construction or cross section density. The longer the
compound bow, there is one principle that does not column or the smaller the diameter or both will cause
vary and it is the main reason that arrows need to be the column to fail with less weight. If the force is
matched to each bow type, bow weight, shooting style applied in a direct line with the column, it will withstand considerably more weight than it would if the
and archer. That one thing is column loading.
column is at a slight angle when the weight is applied.
Column Loading
The arrows we shoot are simply a type of column and
Every time an arrow is shot out of any bow, the effects the outside diameter and inside wall thickness and
of column loading are observed, and because of that
Continued on the Next Page
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material used will determine the bend/flex rate.
When an arrow is shot from a bow, a certain
amount of force is applied to the column (arrow)
which gets it to move forward. The heavier the arrow,
the more it will resist movement causing it to absorb
more energy as it moves forward. The overall weight
of the arrow and its resistance to movement, when
combined with the force being slightly off-axis of the
arrow, will cause the arrow to bend. The weight, in the
form of an arrow point, placed in the front of the
arrow is similar to placing a wall in front of the column (arrow) and when the force is applied it will
cause the column (arrow) to bend more. This is why
changing to a heavier point will effectively weaken the
spine/increase the amount of bending of an arrow.
If the column (arrow) is at a slight angle when the
force is applied it will bend/flex much easier. This is
very evident in watching high speed film of a finger
shooter. As the arrow moves around the archers fingers it causes the back end of the arrow to move out
of direct alignment with the force being applied. This
in turn causes the arrow to have a horizontal bend
applied to it as it starts forward and sets up a figure 8
track for the string and the rear of the arrow shaft.
This horizontal bending/flexing continues throughout the arrow flight until it reaches the target. The
arrow will bend or cycle three times before it leaves
the bow and in order for it to clear the bow without
contact, the stiffness or spine of the shaft needs to be
correctly matched to all variables. Some of these variables include: the type, length and weight of the bow,
the arrow length, the draw length of the archer, the
arrow weight, the arrow point weight, the type of
nock used, the type and weight of the fletching, the
brace height of the bow, the tiller of the bow, the
nocking point position, the type of string material,
the type of serving material, tab type and material,
release type, string loop type, compound bow let off
percentage, type of cam used and probably several
others that some of you may come up with from your
own experiences. In other words, there are a lot of
variables to overcome.
For the purpose of this article I am going to focus
on one part of the equation that seems to continue to
be a mystery or at best, misunderstood. That piece of
equipment is a cushion plunger. First let me give you
a little history of the cushion plunger.
Enter the Cushion Plunger
The cushion plunger was invented by a man named
Norm Pint. Norm and his wife Shirley had an archery
20

shop in Iowa and they were both Professional Archers
Association (PAA) shooters back in the 1960’s. He
called his invention a Panic Button and put it on the
market in the mid 1960’s (see photo on previous page).
Since virtually none of the bows were drilled and
tapped for any kind of lateral spine point, you were
required to drill a hole in your riser to install his panic
button. Most of the bow handles were made of wood
at that time and you had to have some confidence that
this thing would work before you put your favorite
bow in a drill press. Consequently the Panic Button
was not as popular as it could have been or was destined to be as the bows progressed.

This photo shows the different parts of the Original Panic Button.
There was an adjustment for spring tension and a separate adjustment for center shot. The separate sleeve was held in place by the
tapered front piece and the silver lock nut and lock washer on the
opposite side of the bow window.

The instructions for the Panic Button explained
that the advantage to the device was that it would
help correct your arrow flight on those shots when the
archer tended to panic a little and not have the
smoothest release. In other words it was not intended
to correct arrow spine but merely it was there to help
correct for some of the inconsistencies of the archer.
That statement is still true today. Other than very
minor effects, the cushion plunger will not correct
poorly matched arrow spine, period! The principles of
column loading still apply.
A few years after Norm started marketing his
Panic Button, bows were getting a little more sophisticated with metal risers and take down bows were
beginning to hit the market. Along with that the
manufacturers began putting a drilled and tapped
hole in the riser to accommodate an adjustable spine
point. About that time Vic Berger started manufacturing his own version of the Panic Button and he
called it the Berger Button. Vic was one of the best
recurve shooters I have ever seen and was a very popular figure in the archer arena at the time. Vic sold a
considerable number of Berger Buttons and consequently whenever anyone talked about a cushion
plunger they called it a Berger Button no matter who
Archery Focus

made the product. Most people assumed that because
Vic Berger sold so many plungers that he actually
invented it. It is amazing how many people I have had
to correct over the years when they refer to a cushion
plunger as a Berger Button.
The biggest problem with the Berger Button was
in its lack of precision and the types of materials used.
The original Berger Buttons were manufactured out
of an unanodized aluminum body with a steel stem.
When the button got wet the aluminum would oxidize and the button would seize up and become rock
hard. This problem happened to me while I was doing
shows for the Calgary Stampede in the early 1970’s. It
was rather embarrassing as I was unable to hit even
the simplest target until I figured out what had happened. I vowed at that time that I would design a
plunger that would not have this problem.

The “Muller Cushion Plunger”

forward pressure on the spine point or cushion
plunger. It stays in contact and rides along the cushion plunger for a very short distance before the bend
in the arrow is reversed and it loses contact. That distance is maybe four to six inches depending upon the
arrow type, etc. That is not a very long time to have
an effect on a shot. However, it is the forward and
side pressure that happens at the same time that
showed the inconsistencies of most of the plungers on
the market at the time. We were determined to make
a plunger that would not show those problems with
side pressure or with changes in weather conditions.
Continued on the Next Page

An original Berger Button made of non anodized aluminum. Note
the sleeve that came with the plunger that was designed to be glued
in to the hole in the sight window of a bow.

One of the top recurve archers for many years,
Mr. Al Muller, had also experienced the problems
with a Berger Button and he solved the problem by
manufacturing his own cushion plunger that was considerably larger and employed a polished stainless
steel shaft that would move inside a Teflon sleeve in
the housing of the plunger body. His was by far the
best plunger I have ever seen but the sheer size of it
made it very difficult to manufacture or market.
In the early 1980’s there was a large influx of
plungers that were being made in Asia and these
plungers became the choice of the serious target
archers world wide, but I was still not convinced that
these new plungers were as good as the one that Mr.
Muller had produced. I placed a phone call to Al and
asked him if he would mind if I used some of his
principles to produce a cushion plunger of my own.
He gave me his blessing and we started making prototypes for testing.
When the arrow starts forward during the shot it
places a certain amount of side pressure along with
Archery Focus

Early Shibuya Plunger (top) and an early version of the popular
Beiter Button (bottom)

A small selection of early plungers that were on the market.
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The Birth of the Cavalier Master Plunger
What we developed was a stainless steel barrel with a
Teflon sleeve very similar to what Al Muller had done
with his plunger. We put a precision polished stainless
steel shaft in it with a small Teflon tip on the end. We
incorporated a tapered spring that came in three different weights that allowed for a very consistent
movement and an unlimited adjustment range.
Anodized aluminum lock rings and adjustment housing completed the package—the Cavalier Master
Plunger was born.

A Saunders plunger and an Arco Sport plunger

The original Master Plunger about 1982
This version had a plate for a stick-on arrow rest and a square shaft
to keep it from rotating, good ideas that weren’t well received.

It took very little time for this product to take off
and it did so at an amazing pace. Top shooters around
the world would write us and tell us about how much
the product had improved their performance and ease

N e w E xp a nd e d S e cond Edi ti on!
Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and upto-the minute advice on many, many topics.
Nothing was left out of the first edition, even the spirit of archery
was addressed, but we wanted to take it up a notch so we added three
new chapters covering common problems facing Recurve and Compound archers, including a full chapter on target panic. If you are looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Archery Retailers and Online!
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of tuning their equipment. Almost 40 years later and
it is still one of the best plungers, if not the best
plunger, on the market today. There are considerably
more expensive plungers on the market today with
various adjustment features but when it comes down
to consistency and reliability the Master Plunger is still
hard to beat. There was a time when archers using the
Master Plunger, Elite Tab, and a T-300 arrow rest, all
Cavalier products were winning most of the recurve
championships and setting world records in doing so.
For quite a few years I worked with USAT Teams
on equipment and coaching. During those years we
would have one or two camps a year to help the team
members and to do testing for future team members.
During one of those camps, which was held in the
Houston, Texas area, I was asked a question about
tuning during a ladies only session. Since most of the
ladies had their equipment tuned by their coach, husband, or boyfriend, they wanted to know how to tune
a cushion plunger on their own. The answer that I
gave them will be the subject of my next article.

Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition,
as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993 FITA World
Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and which
are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use in field
archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in unmarked
shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Basic Recurve
Set-Up/Tuning, Pt 2
For ILF Recurve Bows
by Arthur Halligey
It is worth repeating some of points made in
the introduction to Part 1 (see AFm 25-3).
“What follows is a suggested approach to tuning
ILF recurve bows to achieve consistent arrow flight at
all distances shot for a specific bow/arrow combination and archer’s technique. Tackling the fundamentals first you can achieve an equipment set up that will
give you best results. It is very important that you keep
a written record of all settings at every stage so you can
return to a particular starting point if required.”
Be prepared to repeat all steps if anything alters,
additions or alterations to equipment or changes to
the shooting form.
Important As usual all lateral references are for a
right-handed archers in keeping with convention; if
you shoot left-handed you should substitute left for
right and vice versa.
Basic Setup - Novice Onwards (Con’t)
Following the order established in Part 1 we still have
a few basic adjustments to make.
Fit and Adjust Sight
If a sight is to be used, attach it to the bow according
to the manufacturer’s instructions and then align the
sight bar with the string set at True Centre with the
bow held vertically (use spirit levels or parallel sided
card held against side of bar to align with string if
necessary—see photo).
Set sight aperture vertically above an properly
attached arrow.
Science Bit
A misaligned sight track will allow the sight block
position to alter relative to the string as the block is
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Sight bar adjustment

moved up and down it’s bar, thus changing the
eye/sight/arrow relationship (ESAR). For Barebow
the tip of the arrow or some reference point on your
bow usually in the bow’s sight window, e.g. pressure
button, arrow rest, or other point as rules permit.
(Note In most archery organisation’s rules there
should be no markings, other than naturally occurArchery Focus

Bow handle pivot point (left) Horizontal bow balance point(middle) Vertical bow balance point (right)

ring, within the eye line). A consistent relationship
will mean consistent aiming
Adjust Stabiliser/Bow Balance
Important You should introduce stabilisers to the shot
routine only after mastering sights. A long rod stabilizer comes first followed by V-bar, side rods and
spacer if desired. Centre of gravity (COG) is normally
located level with the pivot point of the grip and
about 1˝ in front of riser (see photos above).
A Barebow COG will be in a vertical line below
the pivot point and within the handle
due to the different weight distribution
compared to Freestyle (see photo right).
Weights added to such a bow bring the
COG below the pivot and towards the
back of the handle. There is less consensus as to how much weight there
needs to be and where it should be
placed for Barebow. As long as the
braced bow balances in your hand and
you are strong enough to comfortably
hold the bow up through the shot
cycle, it is right for you. Some manufacturers produce handles specifically
for Barebow. Note There may be a limit
as to how far any weight can project
from the back of the bow and how it is
fitted. Check your organisation’s rules.
Archery Focus

Science Bit
The centre of gravity of a setup will change as the
geometry of the bow alters during the draw/release.
The bow may move around it’s axis upon the loose
due to poor placement of the hands. A sideways
movement (torquing), bow rolling forward/backward,
or rolling out of the vertical will give a corresponding
movement to the arrow nock and may also give
unwanted contact before the arrow leaves the bow. To
minimise possible bow torque/arrow contact the bow
should remain fairly motionless until the arrow has
departed with the COG generally
moving towards the target. The bow
‘bowing’ after arrow departure (relaxed
bow hand with a sling) is a natural
result of a well-balanced bow as well as
a feeling of ‘active’ equipment.
The next section requires the
archer to have a consistent, relaxed
shooting style with no clearance
issues. Clearance refers to the arrow
experiencing interference in its passage from full draw position to leaving
the bow, nothing additional must
come into contact with the arrow or
string. As an arrow is loosed it will a)
rise in the first few milliseconds to
nock height, b) bend away from the
Continued on the Next Page
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archer and toward the bow (mid section), c) then
detach itself from the string. The nock may contact
the arrow rest and/or the bow’s sight window just as it
clears the bow window. The string can drag across the
archer’s face, clothing on the chest, sleeves or bracer,
etc. as well as a poor release or tab/glove dragging at
the very beginning of the loose. Arrows of unmatched
spine may flex too much or too little. If the arrow is
too stiff it may run across the bow window, too weak
and it may hit the bow window before clearing the
bow. A low nocking point height may result in the
shaft dragging across the arrow rest and/or the vanes
coming into contact with the rest while too high and
the arrow may push down onto the rest before rising.
Marks on the shaft, vanes, bow window, bracer, arrow
shelf and ledge indicate clearance problems. A smear
of lipstick or other easily removed substance on the
bow window can act as a tell-tale by leaving a mark on
both arrow and bow where contact is occurring suggesting adjustment to cure that contact.
Basic Dynamic Tuning
How an arrow behaves upon the loose may differ
from the static theoretical behaviour. Using a small
point of focus without the mental pressure of scoring
on a target face, e.g. 2.5 cm (1˝) spot on a paper plate
or a small cross made with masking tape on the boss,
shoot at least 25 arrows in sets of 5, three fletched,
two unfletched in a random order at short distances
e.g. 5 to 12 meters. Using the sight setting/string
walking/point of aim that you have strive for consistent form and string picture (ESAR) ignoring any
arrows that you know to have been shot badly. Your
groups may be large or small – as you progress and
technique improves so your group size will shrink e.g.
out of 25 arrows at least 20 should strike within the
red ring on a 60 cm face.
Bare Shaft Tuning
Bare shaft testing involves shooting arrows with no
fletches (the “bare” shafts) along with fetched ones.
The usual pattern is to shoot three fletched and two
unfletched, aka bare, shafts, typically with fletched
and unfletched shafts alternating. Then the locations
of the two groups of arrows are compared.
Adjustments are made to get the bare shafts to
strike the target very close to the fletched shafts.
Adjustments to reduce any vertical gap between the
two is made before adjustments to reduce any horizontal gap.
If you do not get two groups, you were likely
26

being inconsistent in your shooting and the test
should be restarted.
Science Bit
Fletchings will steer the arrow while unfletched

If the bare shafts are high compared to the fletched shafts, the nocking
point is too low. If the bare shafts are low compared to the fletched
shafts, the nocking point is too high. This is adjusted first. Note Bare
shafts can’t be both high and low, this is just to illustrate the idea.

If the bare shafts are to the left compared to the fletched shafts, the
pressure button needs to be moved to the right. If the bare shafts are
to the right compared to the fletched shafts, the pressure button needs
to be move to the left. Note Bare shafts can’t be both left and right,
this is just to illustrate the idea.
Also be aware that there are other factors that affect L-R hit points:
arrow spine, brace height, button spring tension, etc.
Archery Focus

arrows are more affected by adjusting elements on the
bow. You are aiming to get fletched/unfletched arrow
groups closer together. The brace height will affect
the arrow’s dynamic spine (i.e. how it actually behaves
when shot) as opposed to theoretical spine. Shooting
the arrows randomly rather than e.g. fletched first,
unfletched last, attempts to eliminate the mind guiding the arrow flight by expecting the two to behave
differently.
Beware the Tuning Trap!
Archers will often fiddle with their bow tuning constantly, sometimes even during competition! “If I
change this bit . . . ah no, that doesn’t work, so what if
I change that . . . nope, that neither, so what if I
change . . .” and so on.
If this is you, it is time for a sanity check. If you
are tempted to “tune in real time” first make sure that
no screws/bolts are loose or have gotten loose and
moved. (Have you documented every setting in your
notebook?) If in competition, consider your backup
bow or just let it be. If at practice, then go back to the
beginning and methodically work through the chosen
tuning sequence. Be aware that if the basic settings
have moved/are not correct they will impinge on all

other settings further on in the sequence. Check and
record everything with each change be this equipment or form.

The aperture should be visually lined up with the centered bowstring
which places it directly above an arrow afixed to the bow.

Tired of Coming In Out of the Money?
Are you . . . ?
An archer who is just starting to compete who
wants to get a head start on learning how to win.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has been competing for a year or so and
is frustrated because you are not making more progress.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has competed for quite a while but
never seems to get to those top three spots.
Then . . .
Winning Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the “how to
shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find something is
missing, Winning Archery addresses all the things you need to know outside of how to shoot that have been keeping you off of the Winner’s Stand.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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Want More on Coaching Archery?
Following up on his first coaching book, Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechanics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.
If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.
Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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N ow A va ila b le !
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum takes beginning recurve, compound, and traditional
archers from their first arrow all the way up to competing in major archery competitions. Detailed,
step-by-step instructions tell beginning archers how to become intermediate level archers and then
how to advance to expert levels. Each instruction includes an evaluation device so archers and coaches
can track progress.
The Complete Archer’s Guide is provided for student-archers of all ages who wish to be able to
see and read about what they will be learning but is not required for participation in a program using
this curriculum. The Coach’s Guide inludes the entire Complete Archer’s Guide with copious annotations and extensive appendices on what to teach and when and how to teach it.
The Curriculum is entirely flexible so Coaches and Archers can adapt it to their needs by changing the order of instructions or even replacing or augmenting them. Additional support is being provided to both Coaches and Archers at www.ArcheryEducationResources.com. All programs need to do
to adopt and use this curriculum is to purchase one copy of the Coach’s Guide. Get your copy today!

All of this is
included in here!

Available from Amazon.com
and ArcheryEducationResources.com!
Archery Focus
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Mental Skills
Training Exercises
by Steve Ruis
So many of us were and are clueless about how
to teach mental skills; yes, me too! After finishing
up the drills book Mike Gerard and I wrote, I have
been thinking about drills to teach mental skills
quite a bit. This is one I came up with to show students the power of visualizations.
First Some Background
The power of visualization was studied in the early
1950’s by Dr. Biasiotto from the University of
Chicago. He took 90 college students with no previous basketball experience and divided them into
three subgroups. Each group was told to shoot free
throws, and the results were recorded.
For the next month, those in group one shot
free throws every day. The second group was
instructed only to visualize shooting free-throws
each day but didn’t shoot a basketball. Last, the
third group was asked to
do nothing.
A month passed, and
they were tested again.
The first group averaged a
20% increase in their free
throw shooting percentage. The third group, as
you would guess, shot
about
the
same.
Surprisingly, the second
group improved by 19%
without ever shooting a
free-throw. A performance
indistinguishable from the

group which practiced every day physically.
A Visualization Drill for Archers
Archers need to shoot or have a backlog of practice
rounds to acquire an average score. For this discussion, let’s say it is indoor season and an indoor 300
round is being shot.
Instead of shooting ordinary practice rounds
again and again, every other round is shot this way:
the even number ends are not to be shot, but visualized as being shot. If there are three arrow ends,
the archer visualizes walking to the shooting line,
waiting for a whistle (if the line is controlled) and
then nocking an arrow, executing their entire shot
process, and shooting a dead center shot. This is
repeated for the second and third arrows. If the ends
are five arrows (NFAA), each of the five needs to be
shot that way. No score is written down for this end.
The next end is an oddnumbered end and it is
shot normally, followed by
another visualized end, etc.
When done, there will
only be five (USAA) or six
(NFAA) end scores as half
of the ends were visualized. To get an equivalent
to an ordinary practice
round score, just multiply
the total from the ends
shot by two.
Then compare the

“When doing the visualizations,
it is easy to just visualize three
arrows being shot: boink, boink,
boink and be done in ten seconds. This is not correct. The
visualized shot, while not taking
as long as a real shot, should
involve every aspect of your shot
you can incorporate into the
visualization.”
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Continued on the Next Page
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scores with the scores of the ordinary practice
rounds. Some archers do as well this way as when
shooting ordinary rounds, others do better, some
even do worse. Ordinarily I expect archers to do as
well, if not better shooting this drill as shooting
ordinary practice rounds.
Performing “Enhanced” Visualizations
When doing the visualizations, it is easy to just
visualize three arrows being shot: boink, boink,
boink and be done in ten seconds. This is not correct. The visualized shot, while not taking as long as
a real shot, should involve every aspect of your shot
you can incorporate into the visualization. Some
people prefer to call these mental rehearsals rather
than visualizations, because it isn’t just visual images
involved. The feel of the bow, the feel of the muscles
in your back, the tension on your fingers (due to
string or release aid), the smells, the sights, everything.
Once you get the hang of this it becomes fairly
easy but some people struggle adding in all of the
detail they have at their mental fingertips. This does
need to be practiced in.
More on Visualizations
There are some details of visualizations that may be

“Once you get the hang of this it
becomes fairly easy but some
people struggle adding in all of
the detail they have at their
mental fingertips. This does
need to be practiced in.”
helpful to coaches. For example, there are two basic
perspectives from which to do these performance
visualizations:
• You can take an internal perspective which
involves imaging from within the body and
experiencing the motor act without overt movement. For example, that would be like taking
myself through my entire shot sequence, visualizing myself performing the act, contracting my
muscles, and trying to recreate the sensation of
shooting, or . . .
• You can take an external perspective, on the
other hand, involves imagining the action as if it
is outside the body. For example, that would be
me viewing a video of me taking a shot.
So, which one should you use? It depends.
Continued on the Next Page

Are you tired from trying not to suck?
Are you . . . ?
Finding not sucking to be harder and harder?
Are you . . . ?
Tired of hear from your buddies about their winns and places when you
aren’t scoring anywhere close to them?
Are you . . . ?
Missing something from your game, you just can’t figure out what it is.
Then . . .
Why You Suck at Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the
“how to shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find
something is missing, Why You Suck at Archery addresses not only why
you suck but what you can do about it.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Want to know why you aren’t as good as you’d like?
Archery Focus
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Rathore and Low, found
that internal imagery was
60% more beneficial for
closed skills (strength
training, powerlifting, typically self-paced) than
external
imagery.
Furthermore,
external
imagery was found to be
more beneficial when it
came to open skills such as
(basketball, football, soccer, sports where the environment is unpredictable).
So, if their findings are
valid, for archers, having
an internal, that it from
inside looking out, for archers is the way to go. So,
the “rehearsal” is as if a video was taken from the
archer’s viewpoint, but that video included smells,
feels, etc. (Of all people, I am not going to tell you
not to experiment as to which works better for you
or your student.)

Summary
The really cool thing
about visualizations is that
you can work on things
over and over again without wear and tear on your
body. You do not even
have to go to a range to
practice. If you have very
small time periods to practice, you can practice mentally, rather that using
travel time to go somewhere to shoot. You can
practice, even if your
equipment isn’t at hand.
And no one can kick
you off your range, the one between your ears.

“If you have very small time
periods to practice, you can
practice mentally, rather that
using travel time to go somewhere to shoot. You can practice, even if your equipment isn’t
at hand.
And no one can kick you off
your range, the one between
your ears.”

Need a Book for an Adult Just Getting Started?
Archery is exoploding as a sport and more and more people are
starting up! And not all of these archers are kids. If you know an
adult who is just getting started and needs a good orientation to the
sport of archery, this is the book for them. The subtitle tells it all:
Archery for Adult Beginners. No longer do adults need to consult
materials designed for kids.
Chapters include the following topics: Safety, Getting Started,
Getting Coached, Equipment, Archery Styles, and Competitions.
Cover are the steps to shooting an arrow, how to stay safe at all
times, how to make sure your equipment is sized for you, and more.
Written by the Editor of Archery Focus magazine and Master
Coach Steve Ruis, get a copy today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Online Booksellers!
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Prominent in the
WAF Coaching Library!
L AR R Y W IS E
ON
COA C H IN G A R C H ER Y
Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, especially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows, but on
how to coach people to do that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
Far More on Coaching Archery (2020)
Yet More on Coaching Archery (2020)
Coach Yourself! (2020)
Bob Ryder on Coaching Collegiate Archery (2019)
The Principles of Coaching Archery (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
Archery Focus
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Prominent in the WAF Coaching Library!

The Principles of
Coaching Archery
Volume 1

Surely there are principles to guide coaches of archery. Uh, like
“Be positive!” and “Never describe how they are doing it wrong,
describe how to do it right.” and . . . and . . . yeah, Steve Ruis ran
into the same problem. But he persevered and here is the first
extensive collection of coaching prionciples for archery coaches,
with explanations.
The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching
Library is a effort to supply archery
coaches with a literature, not just on
the shooting of arrows out of bows
but on how to coach people to do
that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
Far More on Coaching Archery (2020)
Yet More on Coaching Archery (2020)
Coach Yourself! (2020)
Bob Ryder on Coaching Collegiate Archery (2019)
The Principles of Coaching Archery (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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Coaches, Do You Want “Even More”?
In this sequel to More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve Ruis
addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying tools
and new perspectives for archery coaches at all levels.
Topics include: how to teach using a release aid the right way, why it is
imperative to shoot “in the now,” how to deal with archers of different
personality types, how to establish when an archer is relaxed and balanced, what to look for when observing archers, how to practice effectively, how compound bows mislead archers, how to use video, what’s
wrong with competitive age categories in youth archery . . . and much,
much more, More than half of the chapters in this book have never
been published before.
Get your copy of Even More on Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Raise Money for Your Archery Club!

Generate cash for your archery club by joining the
Archery Focus Affiliate Program! It’s as Easy as 1, 2, 3!

1
2
3

Click on “Affiliate Info” on your AF account page.
Download your choice of AF banner and place it on your website.
Each time a click results in a new subscription, a 30% commision
($9.80) will be credited to the PayPal account you’ve specified.
Got Questions? Email Claudia@ArcheryFocus.com

Archery Focus
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AER Articles for Archers

Getting Serious:
There’s More to the
Mental Game
Part of Archery Fundamentals by AER
We have had articles about getting started in
the mental game of archery, but now that you are getting serious, that needs to expanded. Since it is a big
topic, here is a bit of an outline of its structures.
When Shooting
pre-round preparation
pre-shot routine
shooting routine
post-shot routine
recovery routines
When Not Shooting
planning to learn (performance assessments, practice
planning, etc.)
planning to compete
goals (ladders to success)
education (competition rules and practices, nutrition,
equipment, etc.)
In Addition
getting motivated
handling expectations
learning acceptance
forming habits
avoiding judgments
. . . more.
In this article we will go over a few of these items
and what there is to learn.
Pre-Round Preparation
Whether you are going to the range for a practice
36

round or traveling to a local tournament, we recommend checklists for packing. Showing up away from
home and forgetting bug spray, or sunscreen, or a
piece of equipment can ruin your whole day. (We
happen to know an archer, who happens to edit this
magazine, who left his bow sight on his workbench
before traveling 30 miles to a competition. Ahem.)
So, instead of trusting that everything is in your bow
case, print out a copy of your checklist (if you do not
have such a list, ask your coach for a copy of his/hers,
or make one up) and go down the list making sure you
have everything. There may be separate lists for target
tournaments and field tournaments. In field tournaments you often have to carry everything you might
need with you, so you might want to pack lighter.
So, when you get to a competition, check in, and
find your target assignment, setting up to perform is a
routine you may want to standardize, so as to not do
anything wrong. One of us got through an entire
warm-up panicking because all his marks were off.
Apparently, not extending your bow sight to the correct distance can do that for you. Now his bow and
sight bar are marked to indicate the correct extension.
We also recommend a specific warm-up when
you start shooting. We recommend you start with a
couple of let-downs, that is, get to full draw, aim and
then let down your bow. This helps remind your muscles of the task at hand and also reminds you that a let
down is normal (some people are stubborn about not
letting down). After the let-downs, the goal is to
shoot the first arrow at 85-90% of normal tempo and
Continued on the Page 38
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ConfessionsofanArcheryMom
Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair has written
about her adventures guiding herself and three boys through the world of
archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches, equipment, tournaments, travel, and
a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright side,
although not without some teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she ends up
a mentor, coach (yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach), road manager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the tragic death of
her second son are bared as she writes.
Follow Lorretta’s family as they experience life in the snowy mountains of
Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything from snow and
hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by sandblasting winds while
just trying to shoot a few arrows.
If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a great
deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lorretta on her journey.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available from Amazon.com
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then speed up to
normal temp in
the next couple of
arrows, This causes
you to focus on your tempo,
which many archers don’t
do until something goes
wrong.
The big reason behind
this routine for starting to
shoot warm-ups is that this
is a recovery routine. When
you are shooting for score
and an arrow lands far from
where it was intended, what
do you do? (This is an archery skill that must be
learned.) You try to figure out what you did wrong so
that you can correct that and not lose any more
points. The clues are in your memory and where the
arrow actually landed. But what if you can’t come up
with what you did wrong? If you don’t know what to
fix, you shouldn’t try to fix it! So, you have to shoot
another arrow, not knowing what you did wrong on
the last one. This is where this recovery program kicks
in. Your next arrow is to be shot slightly deliberately,
at 85-90% of normal tempo. You are focused on your
process, but you are just shooting a shot. If the arrow
lands where it was intended, you need to recover your
normal shooting rhythm within the next arrow or
two. And when you get to the target you are going to
inspect that arrow and maybe set it aside for the time
being.
So, religiously sticking to this shooting warm-up
pattern means that if you need to implement this
recovery program it will be a practiced processes, and
not only that but practiced very recently.
Do you see how this might give you an edge in a
competition?

“ We have seen students go
through an entire round with all
of their arrow holes below the
center of the target face. We
suggested that an adjustment of
their sight was needed and they
shot back that they had worked
very hard in getting their sight
marks.”

Between Shots Planning
Most ends during a round are full of “do over shots.”
These are shots in which the arrows land approximately where you intended them to, so the next shot
is a “do over” of the previous one. But if one of your
early shots in the end landed quite low, and you think
it may have been from dropping your bow arm, then
your plan for the next shot should include a little bow
arm reinforcement. This is typically done using cue
words, which are words you use, in the privacy of your
own mind, as cues to certain behaviors. So, if you suspected you dropped your bow arm, during the shot,
38

possibly at anchor (the
dropping of the bow arm
happens at or slightly
before the release), you
might say to yourself (in
your mind, not out loud)
“strong bow arm.” After the
shot, check where the arrow
landed and from reviewing
the memory of the shot, see
if you did it again, or not. If
you did not, you might use
the cue word for the rest of
the arrows in this end, or
even for the next end and

then stop using it.
There are additional opportunities for planning
between ends. You walk to the target. If you have a
face that is exclusively yours, you might examine all of
the arrow holes. We have seen students go through an
entire round with all of their arrow holes below the
center of the target face. We suggested that an adjustment of their sight was needed and they shot back
that they had worked very hard in getting their sight
marks. This is something else you need to learn—
sight marks aren’t sacred. Slight changes in your
equipment can shift them all: a stretched bowstring, a
moved peep sight (compound), a loose sight mounting block, etc. We make adjustments of the fly and
then research them when more time is available.
There is an old archery joke that goes like this:
shooting perfect scores is easy! It is a two step process:
Step 1 Shoot a 10
Step 2: Repeat Step 1 (as needed)
On the contrary, in any round, you have to think
your way from shot to shot. Fixing little things in your
form, execution, and equipment as you go along. We
learned this from one of the founders of this magazine: Rick McKinney. (Rick won the World
Championship in Men’s Olympic Recurve three out
of four in a row, a feat I don’t think any other archer
has accomplished, so he knows what he is talking
about.)
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AER Articles for Coaches

Getting Serious:
Helping Them Expand
Their Mental Game
Part of Archery Coaching Fundamentals by AER
We have had articles about helping your student-archers to get started in the mental game of
archery, but now that they are getting serious, that
needs to expanded. Since it is a big topic, here is a bit
of an outline of some of its structures.
The Mental Aspects of Archery . . .
When Shooting
pre-round preparation
pre-shot routine
shooting routine
post-shot routine
recovery routines
When Not Shooting
planning to learn
(performance assessments, practice planning, etc.)
planning to compete
goals (ladders to success)
education
(competition rules and practices, nutrition, equipment, etc.)
In Addition
getting motivated
handling expectations
learning acceptance
forming habits
avoiding judgments
. . . more.
Archery Focus

We always recommend that you start with things
that are easy to do and which bear obvious fruit.
Things like monitoring their self-talk and using
process goals. There are also a lot of tools that can be
taught when appropriate. Teaching these skills seems
to work best when your archers are receptive, so when
a problem comes up in a practice round or even a
competition round it can be a teaching moment.
In the companion article for archers, we
addressed two topics: Pre-Round Preparation and
Between Shots Planning, so you can read that article
and gather what you may. Here we will go over the
key to self-teaching in archery: process goals. We tend
to avoid discussions of big outcome goals until we
prove to our students that process goals work and
work well.
Process Goals
Process goals are in opposition to outcome goals.
Outcome goals are goals based upon outcomes:
scores, placings, making a team. These goals have
their place, but will not help anyone shoot better.
Process goals are goals focused upon the shooting
process, both physical and mental. Examples are: “I
will shoot 90% of my shots with full back tension.”
and “I will use my full mental program on 95% of my
shots.
And . . . your students are going to hate this.
Why? Because in order for them to make these
work they have to be methodical. But we insist that if
they can’t be methodical in this regard, how the heck
39

“The coach has to look for
things that could be blocking
that progress, or even skip that
goal, for the time being, and
work on something progress can
be made upon. Being judgmental one way or the other does
not help. Just move on to something else.”

are they going to
be methodical,
totally
focused
upon their process, as
an archer?
Here’s how to make a
process goal work. (If you,
as a coach, have never done
this before we suggest you
do it in your next practice
round to see how easy or
difficult it is.) During a
practice or competitive
round, take a blank page of
a small notebook and write the goal at the top. Down
the page write numbers indicating the ends being
shot. For this example, let’s use a 300 Round consisting of 30 arrows being shot in 10 ends of three arrows.
The numbers 1-10 are therefore written down the
page.
Before going to the line for the first end, the
notebook is whipped out and the process goal is read
(silently!). The three arrows are shot and, either while
waiting for the other line to shoot, or when walking
to the target for scoring, tick marks are placed next to
the end number for each shot they accomplished their
process goal. So, if they hit their goal on all three
shots on End 1, then 1.  is what they would see.
Then . . . very important . . . you must read the
goal again before putting the notebook away. This is
very important because if they don’t do this, the goal
will not be “in mind” when they are shooting and they
will not be seeing the benefit of actually doing what
you want to do.
Then it is lather, rinse, repeat. The same process
is followed for each of the
remaining nine ends and
when done the totals and a
bit of math will tell you
whether you met your goal.
The percent in the goal
is not automatically set at 100% because no one is that
good at this point. If they were, they wouldn’t need a
process goal to “work on it.” So, set a reasonable goal
and adjust as you go. If you together set the goal at
75% compliance with some physical or mental form
element, and they only get to 55%, then lower the
percent for the next round, maybe 60% or 65% is
doable. (Remember what the A in SMART goals
stands for?)
If they blow through a 75% goal to, say, 88%, then

maybe the next time set it at
90% or 95%. When a suitably high percent is
achieved three times in a
row, it is time to address
another process goal. (We
argue that striving for 100%
can, and will be, counterproductive. If an archer gets
used to doing something
95% of the time, the times
he/she does not will pop up
in their thinking.)
Obviously when this
process is practiced in it will become almost automatic (the process of the notebook, re-reading, etc., not
the object of the goal) and will become a tool in your
archer’s learning tool kit.
The key element is that the success or failure of
an archer’s efforts are evident to coach and archer
alike. If the archer somehow cannot make progress,
the coach has to look for things that could be blocking that progress, or even skip that goal, for the time
being, and work on something progress can be made
upon. Being judgmental one way or the other does
not help. Just move on to something else and then
after some time take another whack at the goal that
was being stubborn. Often enough, things fix themselves.
Conclusion
Let your students know that there is a lot to learn
about the mental game of archery. If they are not
interested, tell them that their opponents are.
Because the advantages can be dubious, especially
to younger archers, starting
with something that works
is the way to go. This is how
you get buy-in from your
archers, but showing then
these things work. And one
of the very best mental tools to be had is process goals
and a simple procedure to make them work.

“And . . . your students
are going to hate this.”
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Want Lots More on Coaching Archery?

Two new collections of essays on coaching archery from Coach
Steve Ruis, guaranteed to stir your coaching juices and get you
thinking. Many of these essays have not been published before so
here is the only place you
will find them. These
essays are addressed to
coaches of all levels, so if
you enjoyed Coaching
Archery, More on
Coaching Archery, Even
More on Coaching
Archery, or Still More
on Coaching Archery,
you will like these, too.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching
Library is a effort to supply archery coaches
with a literature, not just on the shooting of
arrows out of bows but on how to coach people to do that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
Far More on Coaching Archery (2020)
Yet More on Coaching Archery (2020)
Coach Yourself! (2020)
Bob Ryder on Coaching Collegiate Archery (2019)
The Principles of Coaching Archery (2015)
Teaching Archery (2015)
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Amazon.com
Archery Focus
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The Watching Arrows Fly Catalog
The Watching Arrows Fly
Coaching Library
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery
(2014)
by Larry Wise
For compound and
bowhunting coaches.
Archery Coaching How To’s
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For those coaching out of their
area of experise and beginning-tointermediate coaches.
Even More on Coaching Archery
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
More on Coaching Archery
(2010)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
Coaching Archery (2008)
by Steve Ruis
For beginning-to-intermediate
coaches.

General Archery Titles
ProActive Archery (2012)
by Tom Dorigatti
For compound archers
wanting to be
really good.

Professional Archery Technique
Third Edition (2009)
by Kirk Ethridge
Primarily for compound and 3D archers.
Winning Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
For archers wanting to learn how
to win.
Archery 4 Kids (2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written for an 8 to 14-year old
beginner audience.
Confessions of an Archery Mom
(2011)
by Lorretta Sinclair
Stories of an Archery Mom coping
with three boys, all
outstanding archers.
Shooting Arrows (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help adults cope with
their new sport.
Why You Suck at Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written for archers who want to
learn why they aren’t getting better
and how they can.
A Parent’s Guide to
Archery (2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help parents who have
children in archery.
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